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The SEER Group LLC Acquires Sturm Heating & Air Conditioning
REDMOND, WASH – The SEER Group LLC (www.theseergroupllc.com) is pleased to announce its
fourteenth acquisition, Sturm Heating & Air Conditioning, a heating & air conditioning company located in
Spokane, Wash. (www.sturmheating.com). This is the second acquisition for The SEER Group LLC in
Spokane after its acquisition of The Barton Boys in 2019.
Sturm Heating & Air Conditioning has been serving residential and commercial customers in the Spokane,
Washington and Coeur d’Alene, Idaho markets since 1945.
“We are thrilled to be welcoming the Sturm team into our SEER Group family,” says Darrin Erdahl, CEO
and founder of The SEER Group LLC. “This acquisition not only reinforces our position in the Spokane
market, but also supports our national growth plan,” he added.
Eric Beardemphl, president of The SEER Group LLC and partner stated, “For over 76 years the Sturm team
has been building a market leading brand through a committed and talented team delivering market leading
customer experiences. We could not be more excited to have them join our group”.
Jon Brotnov, president of Mike’s Mechanical and partner stated, “Once I was introduced to the Sturm team
and got to know each divisional manager and the general manager, it was very obvious to me as to why
Sturm is such a successful business and leader in their industry. Each manager displays an enormous passion
for the quality of work they produce, how they treat their staff and their customers, and each has a solid
directive for creating a remarkable product and company culture”.

Headquartered in Redmond, Washington, The SEER Group LLC (www.theseergroupllc.com) was established to bring
together industry-leading residential and commercial HVAC, electrical, and plumbing companies.
Its mission is to help its partner company owners grow their businesses, achieve their financial goals, and facilitate
planned exit strategies. Through flexible investment solutions, The SEER Group LLC provides entrepreneurs with the
opportunity to sell all or part of their businesses depending on their financial goals and other objectives.
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